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Design of a novel knee prosthesis mechanism with
good stability
Abstract
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Prosthesis is an artificial medical device used to replace a missing human body part. One
challenge for such a device, which usually has a structure resembling the missing body part,
is how to optimally satisfy the contradictory requirements of dynamic and static stability. In
accord with ICM and stability of the natural human knee, we propose a new knee mechanism
with an incongruent three-dimensional ICM pathway. This mechanism optimally solves the
problem of dynamic and static stability with the use of an elastic joint and deformation
contact together with sliding and rolling technologies. This paper describes the schematic
design, composition, and component functions of the proposed knee mechanism. From the
design and composition of the mechanism, equations are derived for sliding and rolling
conditions as prescription criteria, which provide a readily available theory for controlling
these motions according to the component functions as well as the motion and definition of
the ICM. Moreover, we analyze stability by considering dynamic and static stability under
ideal conditions. The results show that the proposed knee mechanism will be promising for
next-generation prostheses.
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Introduction
The natural human knee is the largest and most complicated joint
in the human body with incongruent but highly functional particular
surfaces. The components of the natural human knee include the
femur, tibia, fibula, and patella, as shown in the anatomical diagram
of Figure 1(a).1 The principle of knee motion resembles that of a cone
wheel sliding and rolling (Figure 1(b)).2 The instantaneous center is
the point where the instantaneous relative velocity is zero on the two
members in mutual plane motion. It is also known as a coincident
point with identical instantaneous speed. ICM refers to instantaneous
centerline (or instantaneous trajectory) of motion. During a pure
sliding joint motion, instantaneous center approximates the geometric
center coincident with the two bodies, which are infinitesimally far
from the joint contact surface, as is shown schematically in Figure
1(c & d).3 On the other hand, during pure rolling, the instantaneous
center lies on the joint contact surface. The analysis shows that the
ICM pathway of the natural human knee is the 3D and incongruent,
which can be describe as a slipping ICM and a rolling ICM. Despite
the large forces at the ends of the two longest lever arms in the human
body, the knee becomes a fixed straight rod that bears body weight
without muscular effort during terminal extension. During flexion and
extension of the knee, there is a discrepancy between non-circular
leg motions and circular motions of the cruciate ligaments and their
insertions. One reason for the excellent function of the knee is that its
extension is a combination of rolling and sliding with an incongruent
3D ICM pathway based on deformation contact.4 Walking is a cyclic
process in which a sequence of distinct phases is repeated in a
continuous fashion. One complete sequence of lower limb motions
and position is referred to as a gait cycle, which can be divided into
different phases (Figure 2).5 A prosthesis is an artificial medical
device used to replace a missing body part, or a novel musculoskeletal
humanoid robot with a human-like structure. The most basic function
of the prosthesis proposed here is to provide the structural support that
would otherwise be provided by the missing or removed portion of the
knee. More advanced prostheses include features to provide stability
control, physical damping, and energy storage and release—features
that partially replace the function of missing or altered musculature.5−7
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Figure 1 Kinetic characteristics of natural human knee.

Figure 2 Normal human walking cycle illustrating the events of gait.
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The knee mechanism is the most important part of the prosthesis.
If designed well, it has the potential to provide good knee-stability
characteristics in the stance and swing phases.6 For the user’s safety,
static knee stability is a main prescription criterion of the prosthesis
for bearing weight and not flexing readily in the stance phase. In
contrast, dynamic knee stability is the main prescription criterion for
the knee to smoothly transition from the stance to swing phase.8 In
addition, the ICM, which is described as the coincident point on two
bodies with the same velocity, provides valuable information about the
kinematic characteristics of the knee mechanism. One way to compare
the stability characteristics of knee mechanisms is to visualize the
contribution of the residual hip musculature on the amputated side
to the stability of the knee during the stance phase of walking by
using a knee-stability diagram (Figure 3(b)).8,9 Like the four-bar knee
linkage, the polycentric knee is widely adopted by amputees because
the knee flexion angle increases in which the ICM assumes a series of
positions (Figure 3).8 The four-bar prosthetic knee with elevated ICM
has been available for many years and has the general appearance
shown in Figure 3. It typically has a long anterior link and a short
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posterior link. This class of four-bar linkage knee offers considerable
stability at heel contact and is of primary benefit to geriatric or other
amputees with limited ability to control stability through active and
voluntary control by using residual hip function on the amputated
side. In the cross-hatched zone that defines a region for the knee
center where hip moment can control knee stability, an elevated
and posterior ICM location increases knee stability (Figure 3(a) &
3(b)). The ICM typically traces a path, which progresses forward and
downward toward the cosmetic or anatomical knee center, along an
extension of the shank. The ICM path is a regular curve in a plane
(Figure 3(b)). In the cross-hatched zone, a highly positioned ICM
provides good static knee-stability characteristics in stance phase but
poor dynamic stability because it cannot be positioned adequately in a
lower position instantly to ensure a smooth transition from the stance
to swing phase. Conversely, an ICM positioned lower provides good
dynamic knee stability, which enables the knee to smoothly transition
from the stance to swing phase, but poor static stability, which may
make bearing weight and standing difficult by causing the knee to
flex readily. The problems of static and dynamic knee-stability are
similar for polycentric knees, such as the single-axis and multiple-bar
prostheses.8−10

Figure 3 Stability diagram of four-bar knee with elevated ICM.

To allow good cosmetics in sitting, an elevated ICM must rapidly
move downward with knee flexion. This sudden shift of the ICM does
not allow the amputee to maintain control of the weight-bearing knee
if the knee flexes a few degrees as a result of some unforeseen event.
However, a knee mechanism with an elevated and posterior ICM
during full extension will essentially be locked in extension at heel
contact. At the end of the stance phase, the amputee typically initiates
knee flexion by initiating swing-through from the hip after lifting the
prosthesis from contact with the walking surface.11 Similarly, six-bar
knees (the total knee) can offer a higher level of stance-phase control
by adding two additional linkages. The mechanism works like a
four-bar knee but also gives the user the ability to set the knee into

a positively locked state, simulating the stability at initial contact
of a mechanically locked knee. Thus, the six-bar knee combines
the stability of the four-bar knee and the control of the voluntarily
controlled knee at the terminal stance phase.12,13

Design methods
The ICM pathway provides valuable information about the
kinematic characteristics of a knee. That is, a well-designed prosthesis
reproduces the design of the ICM pathway for the knee mechanism;
the more similar the ICM pathway to that of the natural knee, the
better the bionic performance of the prosthesis. The natural human
knee, just like any other biological structure, is the product of natural
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evolution. A well-designed human knee mechanism may draw
inspiration from the biological design features of the natural knee.
Ideally, if a simulated knee mechanism with an incongruent 3D ICM
pathway (i.e., where the position of the ICM is high in the stance
phase and is immediately lowered upon a shift to the swing phase)
were invented, the contradictory requirement of dynamic and static
stability could be satisfied for the prosthesis.

Configuration of the novel mechanism
In accord with the biological features and ICM of the natural human
knee, a new bio-mechanism is designed to enhance the dynamic and
static stability of the prosthesis. Schematic diagrams of the design are
shown in Figure 4. Perspective views of the 3D schematic diagram
are also shown in Figure 5. Figure 4(b) shows the sliding and rolling
mechanism of the simulated knee. The upper part (part 1), rotating
part (part 2), tibia part (part 3), rotating shaft (part 4), ball bush (part
5), bumper block (part 6), spring (part 7), ball linkage (part 8), returnspring (part 9), and nether part (part 10) constitute an automatic
stance-phase lock prosthetic knee joint, which employs an anterior
lock to automatically engage and disengage in response to loading
of the prosthesis. In the stance phase, part 8 is locked; this limits the
rotation of part 2. At the same time, part 1 is limited by the groove and
part 2 (Figure 4(b) & Figure 4(c)). Parts 1 and 3 are always in contact
under the piston mechanism with the preload spring, and can slide and
roll in the process of flexion and extension. Ideally, parts 1 and 2 make
up a revolute joint, parts 2 and 8 make up the shifting pair, and parts
8 and 5 act as a spherical joint. Parts 4 and 10 make up the revolute
joint. Under the preload force of part 7, parts 1 and 3 remain in contact
to make up a higher planar pair (only in the stance phase; Figure 3(b)
& Figure 3(c)).

Functions of key components of the novel mechanism
Preload spring (part 7): Inspired by the connections of ligaments
and muscles in human knee joints, a spring connection design was
made to mimic the human connections to achieve a three-dimensional
instantaneous centerline closer to the natural human knee joint. This
novel knee prosthesis mechanism works like a four-bar knee but also
gives the user the ability to set the knee into a positively locked state,
simulating the stability at initial contact of a mechanically locked
knee. Parts 1 and 3 are jointed by the piston mechanism with the
preload spring (Figure 4(b) & 5(e)). The preload spring maybe has
the little effect to change ICM pathway, but is the key to make Parts
1 and 3 are always contenting like the nature human knee with the
spring buffer. As such, this part is necessary. The ICM pathways are
greatly affected by the preload force, which should be accordingly
varied when rolling and sliding motions happens. If the change in
the preload force approximates the force exerted on the muscles and
ligaments when the natural human knee joint moves, a natural joint
with good bionic effect can be obtained.
Surface friction coefficient: Depending on the rolling friction, many
different surface friction coefficient zones are set for the control of
sliding and rolling (Figure 5(b)). Figure 5(c) & 5(d) show schematic
diagrams of these zones in part 3. Under different surface friction
coefficients, parts 1 and 3 are always in contact to make up a higher
planar pair that can slide and roll in the swing phase (flexion and
extension). When the contact surface friction coefficient is high,
parts 1 and 3 roll easily; when it is low, parts 1 and 3 slides readily.
Consequently, a low ICM position for the prosthesis to smoothly
transition from the stance to swing phase is obtained by setting the
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contact zone of the surface friction properties to facilitate sliding.
Conversely, a high ICM position for the prosthesis to achieve dynamic
knee stability in the stance phase is obtained by setting the contact
zone of surface friction properties to facilitate rolling. In this way,
the ICM pathway may theoretically be rendered discontinuous, which
optimally satisfies the contradictory requirements of dynamic and
static stability. Deformation contact may be beneficial for the knee
mechanism to prevent surface abrasion. This could improve the
function of humanoid prostheses.

Figure 4 Assembly drawing and schematic diagram of the simulated knee
mechanism.

Surface shape: Part 1 is biomimetically designed in the shape of the
femur. Its motion is limited by its outer contour, which is defined by
the groove and cone (Figure 5(f)). Part 1 can roll and slide around
the circular center O with the groove, which brings the ICM closer
to the natural knee based on the preload spring and surface friction
properties. Theoretically, the groove can create an ICM plane; after
adding the cone, the motion and ICM pathway lies on three planes.
Figure 5(a) & 6 show the schematic. Figure 6 (a-c) displays the 3D
printing model of the simulated knee. The parameters of the cone
and groove (Figure 6(d)), like the depth and conical degree, can be
estimated from the gait, ICM, and characteristics of the natural human
knee.

Motion analysis of the novel mechanism
The ICM is described as the coincident point on two bodies with the
same velocity. Therefore, the ICM pathway is extremely sensitive to
the surface shapes of the two bodies, a deformable or rigid contact, and
the motion of sliding and rolling.3,14 Parameters that affect the motions
(parts 1 and 3) of sliding and rolling are the preload spring, surface
shape, rolling friction coefficient, the groove, and cone. Consequently,
the parameters that specify these parts greatly affect the ICM pathway.
To describe the motion, we used the motion test shown in Figure 6
to mathematically analyze the contribution of the parameter of a
specific part to the ICM position by assuming that part 3 is static. The
simplified analysis is schematically shown in Figure 7(b & c). The 3D
motion can be simplified by assuming it to be planar, because twodimensional analysis is a popular and useful technique when studying
the complex simulated biomechanics of a knee mechanism.14−16 The
schematic is established according to the definitions of sliding and
rolling (Figure 7). Figure 7(c & d) schematically show a simplified
analysis of the stance phase depicted in Figure 7(a), whereas Figure
7(b) shows the swing phase after a flexion of θ with flexion moment
M1, where the contact point is A and B shifts to B1. The preload force
is the main factor that ensures parts 1 and 3 are always in contact;
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Equations (9) and (12) lead to the ICM parameter equation
the vertical preload force must satisfy f > mg if we wish to make a
1

simulated knee prosthesis available. Assuming that the quality of the =
L
L2 − L2 + ( L + K1mg )2 
f ( Ψ ) M 1 cos  90+θ −arcsin 3 −arc cos 1 2
/ L + µ mg cos θ
L1
2 L1( L + K1mg )  1
simulated knee prosthesis is m, the quality of part 1 is zero.



Assuming the spring preload force is

+ µ M 1 / L1 sin  90+θ −arcsin

f 0 =mg 			
(1)
			
Figure 7(d) schematically shows the load analysis of B1. Assuming
that the friction of parts 1 and 3 is f3, the tension of the spring (part 7)
is f0, which can be divided into f1 and f2. FM1 can also be divided into
f4 and f5.
			

M1 = FM 1L1 		

(2)

			

∆L =
K1mg 		

(3)

			

f1 =f 0 cosθ = mg cosθ

(4)

			

f 2 = f 0 sin θ 		

(5)

f 5 =FM 1 sin β 		
f 4 =FM 1 cos β 		

(6)

			
			

L12 − L22 + ( L +∆L )2
L3
−arccos
L1
2 L1 ( L +∆L)
Equations (3) and (8) lead to
L12 − L22 + ( L + K1mg )2
L
β = 90+θ −arcsin 3 −arccos
L1
2 L1 ( L + K1mg )
Equations (4) and (6) lead to

β = 90+θ −arcsin



L3
L2 − L2 + ( L + K1mg )2 
−arc cos 1 2
− mg sin θ
L1
2 L1 ( L + K1mg ) 

						(13)

(7)
(8)

Figure 5 Schematic of incongruent 3D ICM control.

(9)

f3 =
( f1 + f 5 ) µ =
( f 0 cosθ + FM 1 sin β ) µ =
( mg cosθ + M1 / L1 sin β ) µ (10)
Where
m is the quality of the simulated knee mechanism, assuming that
the quality of part 1 is zero.
K1 is the damping coefficient.
g is the acceleration of gravity.
µ is the surface friction coefficient.
θ is the rotation angle of part 1.
L is the distance from the force-bearing point to the surface contact
point of the planar pair in the stance phase.
L1 is the distance from the force-bearing point to the surface
contact point of the higher planar pairs in the swing phase.

Figure 6 Limit of the groove and side tumbling test.

L2 is the distance from the contact point to origin O.
L3 is the moment arm.
M1 is the moment.
β is the rotation angle of FM1.
According to the definitions of rolling and sliding, f + f > f
4
3
2
when the motion is rolling, and f + f ≤ f when the motion is
4
3
2
sliding. Assuming that the ICM parameter equation is
f (Ψ)= f + f + f
4
3
2
		
Equations (2), (10), and (11) then lead to

(11)

f ( Ψ )= f 4 + f 3 − f 2 = M1 cos β / L1 + ( mg cosθ + M1 / L1 sin β ) µ − mg sin θ
						
(12)

Figure 7 Simplified analysis of simulated knee-mechanism motion.
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Theoretically, the ICM pathway is extremely sensitive to sliding
and rolling motions. The ICM parameter equation illustrates the
impact of the parameters for the parts on the motion and ICM pathway.
Equation 13 shows that the motion and ICM position are sensitive to
the surface parameters of part 1, i.e., the spring and surface friction
coefficient. Ideally, the ICM pathway can be designed on the basis of
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the ICM parameter equation f (Ψ). If we wish to move the ICM distant
from the contact surface, we can facilitate sliding by setting the ICM
parameter equation f ( Ψ ) ≤ 0 (Figure 8(a)). Conversely, if we wish
to move the ICM near the contact surface, we can facilitate rolling by
setting the ICM parameter equation f ( Ψ ) > 0 (Figure 8(c)).15

Figure 8 The ICM for various types of the part 1.

Analysis of the designed ICM
The study of the intelligent prostheses showed that the user’s
balance depended on the gait phase when the intelligent prostheses
errors happened.16−18 Theoretically, the well-designed slipping ICM
and rolling ICM can be making. The regular of the ICM can be
designed by changing the parameters of part 1, as show in Figure 5(b)
& Figure 6(d). The ICM for the slipping and rolling when part 1 is
respectively a cylinder, a cone or a complex cone are shown in Figure
8. Equations (14)-(19) are here introduced to indicate the control
regulation of the bionic joints. When the part 1 is a cylinder, as show
in Figure 8(b), a straight line ICM for the slipping can be derived and
expressed as
=
x t=
, y a=
, z b 			
		
And the regular ICM for the rolling can be expressed as

		

=
x t=
, y c=
, z d 			

(14)
(15)

In the case of 0 < t < 4.18 , a=3.5, b=4.5, c=3 and d=0 as shown in
Figure 8(a), Equations (14) and (15) can be rewritten as, respectively
		

=
x t=
, y 3.5,=
z 4.5 		

(14a)

(15a)
=
x t=
, y 3,=
z 0 			
		
When the part 1 is a regular cone, as show in Fig. 8(b), a 2D ICM
equation for the slipping can be derived and expressed as
=
x a=
cos β , y b=
sin β , z c
		
And the regular ICM for the rolling can be expressed as

		

=
x d=
cos β , y e=
sin β , z f

(16)
(17)

In the case of 0 < β < 2 / 3 × 3.14 , a=b=d=e=3, c=3.5 and f=0,
as shown in Figure 8(b), Equations (16) and (17) can be rewritten as,
respectively
=
x 3=
cos β , y 3=
sin β , z 3.5
		

(16a)

(17a)
=
x 3=
cos β , y 3=
sin β , z 0
		
When part 1 is a complex cone, as show in Figure 8(c), a 3D ICM
equation for the slipping can be derived and expressed as
=
x a=
cos β , y b=
sin β , z f ( β )
		
And the regular ICM for the rolling can be expressed as

(18)

=
x c=
cos β , y d=
sin β , z e
		
In the case of 0 < β < 2 / 3 × 3.14 , a=b=c=d=3, e=0 and

(19)

f ( β )= 0.0175 β − 0.306 β + 1.765 β − 3.927 β + 3.457
Equations (18) and (19) can be rewritten as, respectively
4

3

2

4

3

,

2

x = 3 cos β , y = 3 sin β , z = 0.0175 β − 0.306 β + 1.765 β − 3.927 β + 3.457
						
(18a)
(19a)
=
x 3=
cos β , y 3=
sin β , z 0
		

Stability analysis of the novel mechanism
The knee-stability characteristics are extremely sensitive to
the position of the ICM. Therefore, we need to analyze stability
by considering dynamic and static stability. Figure 8 shows the
stability diagram of this new knee-mechanism simulated with an
incongruent 3D ICM based on the artificial knee prosthesis 5, 8, and
14. Theoretically, if the simulated knee mechanism is sliding, the ICM
is infinitesimally far from the joint contact surface (Figure 8(a & b)).
If the knee mechanism is rolling, the ICM lies on the joint contact
surface (Figure 8(c)). Thus, the new simulated knee mechanism
with incongruent 3D ICM can optimally satisfy the contradictory
requirements of dynamic and static stability (Figure 8(d)).5 Whereas
the ICM can be positioned higher in the stance phase (Figure 8(a &
b)), it can be positioned lower instantly upon a shift to the swing phase
because the miniature sliding and rolling motions assist the smooth
transition from the stance to swing phase (Figure 8(c)). Increasing the
ankle angle θ to avoid contact between the ankle and ground (h1＞h2;
Figure 9) ensures a natural gait and improves safety for the prosthesis
user (Figure 10).
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will be to identify the precise rules by which the parameters of the
preload spring, surface friction coefficient, and shape of the groove
and cone for part 1 influence the ICM. Another major challenge will
be to identify the material for deformation contact. If established to a
practical level, the proposed high-resolution technique will become an
essential method for next-generation prostheses.
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